
Celebrity  Wedding:  Gwyneth
Paltrow  &  Brad  Falchuk
Confirm Engagement

B
y Karley Kemble

Gwyneth Paltrow is one step closer to saying “I do!” The
actress and mogul announced her engagement to Glee producer
Brad Falchuk, according to EOnline.com! The celebrity couple
has been together since Paltrow’s split from Chris Martin in
2014. Though she has been married before, she is not afraid to
walk  down  the  aisle  again  because  she  has  has  found  her
soulmate and “accepted the soul-stretching, pattern-breaking
opportunities  that  (terrifyingly)  are  made  possible  by
intimacy.” Expect to see the celebrity wedding sometime in the
near future! Congrats to Paltrow and Falchuk!
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There’s  another  celebrity  wedding
in the works! What are some ways to
know you’re ready to take the next
step in your relationship and get
engaged?

Cupid’s Advice:

Think you’re ready to take the next step in your relationship?
Check out what Cupid has to say:

1. You genuinely feel like you’ve got it all: If you feel
satisfied  with  all  of  your  professional  and  personal
endeavors, that is a great sign! Nowadays, people like to have
it  all  –  successful  career  and  an  awesome  and  fulfilling
relationship.  When  you  think  about  your  life  and  feel
fulfilled with all your aspirations, you definitely are ready
to settle down!

Related Link: Celebrity News: It’s Official! Gwyneth Paltrow
Wishes Boyfriend Brad Falchuk Happy Birthday on Instagram

2. You enjoy the uneventful moments: Life isn’t all ups and
downs.  Sometimes,  it’s  just  flatlines.  While  it  sounds
negative, it’s nothing to be ashamed of. When you are truly in
love with your partner, cherishing the anticlimactic moments
are important. If you can FaceTime for hours without really
saying anything, you may have found the one for you.

Related Link: Top 10 Sexy, Successful, Single Celebrity Women
Over 40

3. You know everything about each other: Remember that episode
of The Office where Jim and Pam couldn’t think of any stories
or moments they hadn’t shared with each other? That’s how you
know you’ve found your forever partner. When you and your
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partner know everything about each other and confide in each
other through and through, you are definitely ready to take
the next step in your relationship!

How did you know when you found the right person? Share your
story below!


